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481 feet. It is so large that, if it were hollowed
out, St. Peter's Church at Rome could stand
inside it and would occupy only about half the
ground space. There are enough stones in it
to build a wall round France. The pyramid of
Khafra is but little smaller, while the pyramid
of Menkaura is only about half as large.
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Chambers in the Great Pyramid

In the Great Pyramid the so-called king's
chamber is well up in the heart of the st.r ucture, connected with the outside by means of
t"\VO air-channels and an entrance passage,
which leads downward from a point on the
face of the pyramjd about 47 feet above its
foundations, and then branches upward to the
chamber by a concealed passage-way. 1'he
main passage-way continues downward, beyond
the branching off of the passage to the royal
chamber, into the rock below the pyramid,
where there is a chamber called the -vvell. A
third chamber is found in the heart of the
pyramid, about halfway between the bottom
and the king's chamber, connected with it;
this is known as the queen's chamber.
These halls and passages are all lined. with
polished granite and limestone, and show the
marvellous ability and knowledge that t.he
Eygptians possessed in contriving to support
so great a weight of . solid rock. (See also
·
Architecture ; Egypt.)
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Extending like a
jagged and gigantic wall from the Bay of
Biscay to the Mediterranean Sea, the Pyrenees
form an· almost unbroken n1ountain barrier
between France and SpaiiL Bare; bleak, and
rugged, the p~aks reach a mean h~ight of
5,000 to 6,000 feet, with many in the central
portion towering to a height of 8,000 to 9,000
feet. Pie de Nethou (Maladetta), one of the
highest points in the range, is 11,170 feet high.
From the lower tree- and flower-clad slopes
branch out deep green valleys, through which
wind beautiful streams fed from cascades.
PYRENEES

(pir'e-nez).

The Little Andorran State

The passes that connect Spain with France
by railway and highway are situated the one
at the eastern and t.he other at the western end
of the chain. Between these are only two
passes which are practicable for carriages. All
other passes are so difficult that they are crossed
only by rough mule trails, and so narrow that
two horses can barely pass. The boundary line
of France and Spain follows along the central
ridge. In the heart of the eastern end of the
chain, in a deep fertile valley surrounded everywhere by rocky peaks, lies the tiny republic of
Andorra, covering an area of less than 200
square miles.
There are practically no game or wild animals,
the eastern mountains having been ruthlessly

THREE GREAT TOMBS THAT THE PHARAOHS BUILT
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This bird's-eye view of lower Egypt, looking down the Nile to the sea, shows the position of the Sphinx and the three pyramids
of Cheops (Khufu}, Chephren (Khafra), and Mycerinus (Menkaura) on the plain across the river from Cairo. After Cheops
had reigned his so years and his bones had been laid away in this vast tumulus, his brother, Chephren, who succeeded him,
built the second pyramid ; and then he died and was entombed. Next came Cheops's son, Mycerinus, who erected the third .
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